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The photos in this edition are black and white. Skylarks, GSXs, Grand Nationals,
Rivieras, Gran Sports; the list of formidable performance Buicks is impressive.
From the torque monsters of the 1960s to the high-flying Turbo models of the
'80s, Buicks have a unique place in performance history. During the 1960s, when
word of the mountains of torque supplied by the big-inch Buicks hit the street,
nobody wanted to mess with them. Later, big-inch Buicks and the Hemi Chryslers
went at it hammer and tongs in stock drag shootouts and in the pages of the
popular musclecar magazines of the day. The wars between the Turbo Buicks
and Mustang GTs in the 1980s were also legendary, as both cars responded so
well to modifications. "How to Build Max-Performance Buick Engines" is the first
performance engine book ever published on the Buick family of engines. This
book covers everything from the Nailheads of the '50s and early '60s, to the later
evolutions of the Buick V-8 through the '60s and '70s, through to the turbo V-6
models of the '70s and '80s. Veteran magazine writer and Buick owner Jefferson
Bryant supplies the most up-to-date information on heads, blocks, cams, rotating
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assemblies, interchangeability, and oiling-system improvements and
modifications, along with details on the best performance options available,
avenues for aftermarket support, and so much more. Finally, the Buick camp gets
the information they have been waiting for, and it's all right here in "How to Build
Max-Performance Buick Engines."
How to Build Max-Performance Chevy LT1/LT4 EnginesCarTech Inc
For Mustang owners and high-performance enthusiasts, more power and
performance is always desired. There is a lot more performance to be had from
the new Ford 5.0 Coyote engine, and this book shows the reader how to extract
that performance.
Author Jim Hand begins with a year-by-year timeline, tracing Pontiac
performance packages from 1955 through 1979, and then moves on to chapters
on bottom end parts, and cooling, oiling, and ignition systems. He has also
included special sections on the available carburetors including Tri-Powers, QJets, Thermoquads, and AFBs, as well detailed info on head porting and exhaust
systems, featuring quantitative flowbench and drag-strip results. If you want to
increase the performance of your Pontiac, How to Build Max-Performance
Pontiac V-8s will show you how.
Ford's 4.6-liter-powered Mustang is the last remaining "classic" muscle car in the
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world and is incredibly popular with performance enthusiasts. More than
1,000,000 Mustangs have been built since 1996. Covers all 4.6 and 5.4-liter
"Modular" motors--Ford's only V8 engine for Mustangs, fullsize cars, and light
trucks from 1996 to 2004.
Ford's 351 Cleveland was designed to be a 'mid-sized' V-8 engine, and was
developed for higher performance use upon its launch in late 1969 for the 1970
models. This unique design proved itself under the hood of Ford's Mustang,
among other high performance cars. The Cleveland engine addressed the major
shortcoming of the Windsor engines that preceded it, namely cylinder head air
flow. The Windsor engines just couldn't be built at the time to compete effectively
with the strongest GM and Mopar small blocks offerings, and the Cleveland
engine was the answer to that problem. Unfortunately, the Cleveland engine was
introduced at the end of Detroit's muscle car era, and the engine, in pure
Cleveland form, was very short lived. It did continue on as a low compression
passenger car and truck engine in the form of the 351M and 400M, which in their
day, offered little in the way of excitement. Renewed enthusiasm in this engine
has spawned an influx of top-quality new components that make building or
modifying these engines affordable. This new book reviews the history and
variations of the 351 Cleveland and Ford's related engines, the 351M and 400M.
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Basic dimensions and specifications of each engine, along with tips for identifying
both design differences and casting number(s) are shown. In addition to this,
each engine's strong points and areas of concern are described in detail. Written
with high performance in mind, both traditional power tricks and methods to
increase efficiency of these specific engines are shared. With the influx of
aftermarket parts, especially excellent cylinder heads, the 351 Cleveland as well
as the 351M and 400M cousins are now seen as great engines to build. This
book will walk you through everything you need to know to build a great street or
competition engine based in the 351 Cleveland platform.
Bill Trovato is recognized for being one of the most successful Oldsmobile engine
experts, and he openly shares all of his proven tricks, tips, and techniques for this
venerable power plant. In this revised edition of Oldsmobile V-8 Engines: How to
Build Max Performance, he provides additional information for extracting the best
performance.
Describes the features and functions of Apache Hive, the data infrastructure for
Hadoop.
Fleeing home from his military service in Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent
freak household accident, Dr. Mike Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his inability to
bond with his new baby daughter and a downsizing in his medical practice only to
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discover a shocking secret that changes his understanding of everything. By the Edgar
Award-winning author of Come Home. 300,000 first printing.
This new edition of this bestselling guide offers an integrated approach to process
improvement that delivers quick and substantial results in quality and productivity in
diverse settings. The authors explore their Model for Improvement that worked with
international improvement efforts at multinational companies as well as in different
industries such as healthcare and public agencies. This edition includes new
information that shows how to accelerate improvement by spreading changes across
multiple sites. The book presents a practical tool kit of ideas, examples, and
applications.
If you're considering building a traditional Pontiac V-8 engine for increased power and
performance or even competitive racing, How to Build Max Performance Pontiac V-8s
is a critical component to achieving your goals.
How to Build Max-Performance Chrysler Hemi Engines details how to extract even
more horsepower out of these incredible engines. All the block options from street
versus race, new to old, iron versus aluminum are presented. Full detailed coverage on
the reciprocating assembly is also included. Heads play an essential role in flowing fuel
and producing maximum horsepower, and therefore receive special treatment. Author
Richard Nedbal explores major head types, rocker arm systems, head machining and
prep, valves, springs, seats, porting quench control and much more. All the camshaft
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considerations are discussed as well, so you can select the best specification for your
engine build. All the induction options are covered, including EFI. Aftermarket ignitions
systems, high-performance oiling systems and cooling systems are also examined.
How to install and set up power adders such as nitrous oxide, superchargers, and
turbochargers is also examined in detail.
Renowned engine builder and technical writer David Vizard turns his attention to
extracting serious horsepower from small-block Chevy engines while doing it on a
budget. Included are details of the desirable factory part numbers, easy do-it-yourself
cylinder head modifications, inexpensive but effective aftermarket parts, the best
blocks, rotating assembly (cranks, rods, and pistons), camshaft selection, lubrication,
induction, ignition, exhaust systems, and more.
Learn to make incredible horsepower from Ford’s most powerful big-block engine
design. For years, Ford relied on the venerable FE big-block engine design to power its
passenger cars, trucks, and even muscle cars—and why not? The design was rugged,
reliable, amortized, and a proven race winner at Le Mans and drag strips across the
country. However, as is always the case with technology, time marches on, and Ford
had a new design with many improvements in mind. Enter the 385 family of engines
(also known as the “Lima” big-block). Produced from 1968–1998, the 385-series
engines were used in multiple applications from industrial trucks to muscle cars and
luxury cruisers. In Ford 429/460 Engines: How to Build Max Performance, which was
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written by Ford expert Jim Smart, all aspects of performance building are covered,
including engine history and design, induction systems, cylinder heads, the valvetrain,
camshaft selection, the engine block, and rotating assemblies. The best options,
optimal parts matching, aftermarket versus factory parts, budget levels, and build levels
are also examined. The 429/460 engines are a good platform for stroking, so that is
covered here as well. Whether you want to build a torque-monster engine for your offroad F-150, a better-preforming version of a 1970s-era smog motor for your luxury
Lincoln, or an all-out high-horsepower mill for your muscle car, this book is a welcome
addition to your performance library.
This book identifies the best parts and guides you through specific techniques to extract
maximum performance from your Mopar small-block.
Restore your Pontiac V-8 engine to original factory performance and specifications in
this revised edition of a Pontiac best seller. Under the guidance of Semon "Bunkie"
Knutson, John DeLorean, and a host of creative and innovative people, Pontiac
established its own identity and distinct V-8 engine platform under the GM banner. In
1955, Pontiac's V-8 started out at a meager 287 ci, but it was an auspicious beginning
to an illustrious line of engines. The potent powerplant grew and evolved over the
coming decades; which included the 389 Tri-Power, 421, Ram Air IV 400, 428, and the
Super Duty 455. These V-8s powered a number of legendary cars, including the GTO,
Firebird, Trans-Am, and many others. In this updated edition, longtime Pontiac expert
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Rocky Rotella guides the reader through the entire rebuild process. Drawing on his vast
experience, Rotella uses detailed captions and explanatory photos to show each crucial
step of the disassembly, inspection, machine work, parts selection, assembly, and
break-in process. This book instructs the reader how to skillfully pull the engine and
prevent damage to the car. It documents how to carefully inspect the components for
problems and fix these issues that could spell doom for a newly rebuilt engine. Finding
a reputable and professional machine shop that specializes in Pontiac engines is
discussed, as well as aftermarket parts and OEM parts interchange for high
performance so you can select the best parts for a particular engine. All essential
machine shop procedures are covered in detail. Also included is a new chapter on
casting numbers and parts compatibility. Most important, as with all Workbench series
titles, the methodical and practical approach provides the insight and vital information
required for the task. This, the first-ever book dedicated to rebuilding the Pontiac V-8
engine, is a valuable addition to any Pontiac enthusiast's library.
Ready to build mobile apps that out-perform the rest? If you’re an iOS developer with appbuilding experience, this practical guide provides tips and best practices to help you solve
many common performance issues. You’ll learn how to design and optimize iOS apps that
deliver a smooth experience even when the network is poor and memory is low. Today’s picky
users want fast and responsive apps that don’t hog resources. In this book, author Gaurav
Vaish demonstrates methods for writing optimal code from an engineering perspective, using
reusable Objective-C code that you can use right away. Up your game and create highPage 8/25
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performance native iOS apps that truly stand out from the crowd. Measure key performance
indicators—attributes that constitute and affect app performance Write efficient apps by
minimizing memory and power consumption, and explore options for using available CPU
cores Optimize your app’s lifecycle and UI, as well as its networking, data sharing, and
security features Learn about application testing, debugging and analysis tools, and monitoring
your app in the wild Collect data from real users to analyze app usage, identify bottlenecks,
and provide fixes Use iOS 9 upgrades to improve your app’s performance
Naturally aspirated Mopar Wedge big-blocks are quite capable of producing between 600 to
900 horsepower. This book covers how to build Mopar's 383-, 400-, 413-ci, 440-ci engines to
these power levels. Discussed is how to select a stock or aftermarket block for the desired
performance level. The reciprocating assembly is examined in detail, so you select the right
design and material for durability and performance requirements. Cylinder heads and valve
train configurations are crucial for generating maximum horsepower and torque and this
volume provides special treatment in this area. Camshafts and lifters are compared and
contrasted using hydraulic flat tappet, hydraulic roller and solid flat tappet cams. Also, detailed
engine builds at 600, 700, 800, and 900 horsepower levels provide insight and reveal what can
be done with real-world component packages.
By building a big-cube small block, you can have all the additional torque and horsepower of a
big block, without all the extra weight, expense, and effort. In this all-new color edition, Graham
Hansen takes a step-by-step approach to selecting the best OEM or aftermarket block, crank,
rods, and pistons to construct your big-inch short block. He also discusses how to select the
best heads, cam, induction and exhaust systems, specifically for a big-inch engine. In addition,
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the final chapter includes seven different combinations for big-inch power, complete with dyno
graphs!
How to Build Max-Performance Mitsubishi 4G63 Engines covers every system and component
of the engine, including the turbocharger system and engine management. More than just a
collection of tips and tricks, however, this book includes a complete history of the engine and
its evolution, an identification guide, and advice for choosing engine components and other
parts, including bolt-ons and transmission and drivetrain upgrades. Profiles of successful builtup engines show the reader examples of what works and helpful guidance for choosing the
path of their own engine build.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex’s first children’s
book, The Bench, beautifully captures the special relationship between father and son, as seen
through a mother’s eyes. The book’s storytelling and illustration give us snapshots of shared
moments that evoke a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench
Where you’ll witness great joy. From here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The
Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly captures the evolving and expanding
relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many ways that love can take
shape and be expressed in a modern family. Evoking a deep sense of warmth, connection,
and compassion, The Bench gives readers a window into shared and enduring moments
between a diverse group of fathers and sons—moments of peace and reflection, trust and
belief, discovery and learning, and lasting comfort. Working in watercolor for the first time,
Caldecott-winning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature style to
bring joy and softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a father’s love through a mother’s
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eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and heartwarming read-aloud is destined to be
treasured by families for generations to come.
From news and speeches to informal chatter on social media, natural language is one of the
richest and most underutilized sources of data. Not only does it come in a constant stream,
always changing and adapting in context; it also contains information that is not conveyed by
traditional data sources. The key to unlocking natural language is through the creative
application of text analytics. This practical book presents a data scientist’s approach to
building language-aware products with applied machine learning. You’ll learn robust,
repeatable, and scalable techniques for text analysis with Python, including contextual and
linguistic feature engineering, vectorization, classification, topic modeling, entity resolution,
graph analysis, and visual steering. By the end of the book, you’ll be equipped with practical
methods to solve any number of complex real-world problems. Preprocess and vectorize text
into high-dimensional feature representations Perform document classification and topic
modeling Steer the model selection process with visual diagnostics Extract key phrases,
named entities, and graph structures to reason about data in text Build a dialog framework to
enable chatbots and language-driven interaction Use Spark to scale processing power and
neural networks to scale model complexity
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Chandler Baker, queen of the feminist
thriller, has delivered once again! The Husbands is a poignant exploration of what it would take
for women to have it all." —Sally Hepworth, bestselling author of The Good Sister To what
lengths will a woman go for a little more help from her husband? Nora Spangler is a successful
attorney but when it comes to domestic life, she packs the lunches, schedules the doctor
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appointments, knows where the extra paper towel rolls are, and designs and orders the holiday
cards. Her husband works hard, too... but why does it seem like she is always working so
much harder? When the Spanglers go house hunting in Dynasty Ranch, an exclusive
suburban neighborhood, Nora meets a group of high-powered women—a tech CEO, a
neurosurgeon, an award-winning therapist, a bestselling author—with enviably supportive
husbands. When she agrees to help with a resident’s wrongful death case, she is pulled into
the lives of the women there. She finds the air is different in Dynasty Ranch. The women
aren’t hanging on by a thread. But as the case unravels, Nora uncovers a plot that may
explain the secret to having-it-all. One that’s worth killing for. Calling to mind a Stepford Wives
gender-swap, New York Times bestselling author of Whisper Network Chandler Baker's The
Husbands imagines a world where the burden of the “second shift” is equally shared—and
what it may take to get there. “Utterly engrossing and thoroughly timely, The Husbands is both
a gripping, well-crafted mystery and an insightful critique of motherhood and marriage in the
modern age--working mothers everywhere will feel seen in the best possible way.” —Kimberly
McCreight, New York Times bestselling author of A Good Marriage
Hundreds of photos, charts, and diagrams guide readers through the rebuilding process of
their small-block Chevy engine. Each step, from disassembly and inspection through final
assembly and tuning, is presented in an easy-to-read, user-friendly format.
If you're like most developers, you rely heavily on JavaScript to build interactive and quickresponding web applications. The problem is that all of those lines of JavaScript code can slow
down your apps. This book reveals techniques and strategies to help you eliminate
performance bottlenecks during development. You'll learn how to improve execution time,
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downloading, interaction with the DOM, page life cycle, and more. Yahoo! frontend engineer
Nicholas C. Zakas and five other JavaScript experts—Ross Harmes, Julien Lecomte, Steven
Levithan, Stoyan Stefanov, and Matt Sweeney—demonstrate optimal ways to load code onto a
page, and offer programming tips to help your JavaScript run as efficiently and quickly as
possible. You'll learn the best practices to build and deploy your files to a production
environment, and tools that can help you find problems once your site goes live. Identify
problem code and use faster alternatives to accomplish the same task Improve scripts by
learning how JavaScript stores and accesses data Implement JavaScript code so that it
doesn't slow down interaction with the DOM Use optimization techniques to improve runtime
performance Learn ways to ensure the UI is responsive at all times Achieve faster client-server
communication Use a build system to minify files, and HTTP compression to deliver them to
the browser
The traditional Oldsmobile V-8 powered some of the most memorable cars of the muscle car
era, from the 442s of the 1960s and early 1970s to the Trans Ams of the late 1970s. These
powerful V-8s were also popular in ski boats. They have found a new lease on life with the
recent development of improved aftermarket cylinder heads, aggressive roller camshafts, and
electronic fuel injection. Author Bill Trovato is recognized as being one of the most successful
Oldsmobile engine experts, and he openly shares all of his proven tricks, tips, and techniques
for this venerable power plant. In this revised edition of Oldsmobile V-8 Engines: How to Build
Max Performance, he provides additional information for extracting the best performance. In
particular, he goes into greater detail on ignition systems and other areas of performance. His
many years of winning with the Olds V-8 in heads-up, street-legal cars proves he knows how to
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extract maximum power from the design without sacrificing durability. A complete review of
factory blocks, cranks, heads, and more is teamed with a thorough review of available
aftermarket equipment. Whether mild or wild, the important information on cam selection and
Olds-specific engine building techniques are all here. Fans of the traditional Olds V-8 will
appreciate the level of detail and completeness Trovato brings to the table, and his frank, tothe-point writing style is as efficient and effective as the engines he designs, builds, and races.
Anyone considering an Oldsmobile V-8 to power their ride will save time, money, and
headaches by following the clear and honest advice offered in Oldsmobile V-8 Engines: How to
Build Max Performance. Plenty of full-color photos and step-by-step engine builds showcase
exactly how these engines should be built to deliver the most power per dollar.
The New Hemi engine has an aggressive persona and outstanding performance. Powering the
Challenger, Charger, Ram trucks, and other vehicles in the Chrysler lineup, this engine
produces at least one horsepower per cubic inch. Unleashed in 2003, it has been offered in
5.7-, 6.1-, 6.2-, and now 6.4-liter displacements. With each successive engine introduction,
Chrysler has extracted more performance. And with the launch of the Hellcat and Demon
6.2-liter supercharged engines, Chrysler built the highest horsepower production engines ever
made, at 707 hp and 840 hp respectively. This third-generation Hemi carries on a highperformance Chrysler tradition and is considered the most powerful and "buildable" new
pushrod V-8 engine on the market today. Mopar engine expert and veteran author Larry
Shepard reveals up-to-date modification techniques and products for achieving higher
performance. Porting and modifying the stock Hemi heads as well as the best flow
characteristics with high lift are revealed. In addition, guidance on aftermarket heads is
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provided. A supercharger is one of the most cost-effective aftermarket add-ons, and the
options and installation are comprehensively covered. Shepard guides you through the art and
science of selecting a cam, so you find a cam that meets your airflow needs and performance
goals. He details stock and forged crankshafts plus H- and I-beam connecting rods that
support the targeted horsepower, so you can choose the best rotating assembly for your
engine. In addition, intake manifold and fuel systems, ignition systems, exhaust systems, and
more are covered. With this book, you can transform a New Hemi engine into an even more
responsive and faster powerplant. You are able to build the engine that suits all your highperformance needs. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD IN FICTION NATIONAL
BESTSELLER ONE OF BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE SUMMER READS “One of the best
novels I’ve read in 2021.” – Dwight Garner, The New York Times “A perfect novel—taut and
seductive.” —Brandon Taylor, author of Real Life and Filthy Animals “Intimacies is a haunting,
precise, and morally astute novel that reads like a psychological thriller…. Katie Kitamura is a
wonder.” —Dana Spiotta, author of Wayward and Eat the Document A novel from the author of
A Separation, an electrifying story about a woman caught between many truths. An interpreter
has come to The Hague to escape New York and work at the International Court. A woman of
many languages and identities, she is looking for a place to finally call home. She's drawn into
simmering personal dramas: her lover, Adriaan, is separated from his wife but still entangled in
his marriage. Her friend Jana witnesses a seemingly random act of violence, a crime the
interpreter becomes increasingly obsessed with as she befriends the victim's sister. And she's
pulled into an explosive political controversy when she’s asked to interpret for a former
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president accused of war crimes. A woman of quiet passion, she confronts power, love, and
violence, both in her personal intimacies and in her work at the Court. She is soon pushed to
the precipice, where betrayal and heartbreak threaten to overwhelm her, forcing her to decide
what she wants from her life.
The GM LS engine has redefined small-block V-8 performance. It's the standard powerplant in
many GM cars and trucks and it has been installed in a variety of muscle cars, hot rods, and
specialty cars to become the undisputed sales leader of crate engines. The aftermarket has
fully embraced the GM Gen IV LS engine platform offering a massive range of heads, intakes,
pistons, rods, crankshafts, exhaust, and other parts. Seasoned journalist and respected author
Richard Holdener reveals effective, popular, and powerful equipment packages for the Gen IV
LS engine. With this information, you can select the parts to build a powerful and reliable
engine by removing the research time and guesswork to buy a performance package of your
own. In this book, performance packages for high-performance street, drag race, and other
applications are covered. And then the assembled engine packages are dyno tested to verify
that the parts produce the desired and targeted performance increases. This comprehensive
build-up guide covers intakes, throttle bodies, manifolds, heads and camshafts, headers and
exhaust, engine controls, superchargers and turbochargers, and nitrous oxide. With so many
parts available from a myriad of aftermarket companies, it's easy to become confused by the
choices. This book shows you a solid selection process for assembling a powerful engine
package, shows popular packages, and then demonstrates the dyno results of these
packages. As such, this is an indispensible resource for anyone building GM LS Gen IV
engine. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}
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The LA-series small-block Chrysler engine is a powerful, efficient, and quick-revving engine
that has dutifully powered millions of Chrysler/Dodge/Plymouth cars and trucks from 1964 to
2003. And it's also a power unit for many renowned Mopar muscle cars, including the Charger,
Barracuda, Challenger, Dart, and others. The LA designates the small-block as "Lightweight
A," which was a huge improvement over the previous Ageneration engine. With its compact
size, 50-pound weight savings, thin-wall casting, and polyspherical heads, it cranked out a lot
of torque and horsepower, which made it ideally suited for the street and a formidable
opponent on the track. Although this venerable small-block has delivered impressive
performance in stock trim, it can be easily modified to produce much greater power for almost
any application. The LA was offered in 273-, 318-, 340- and 360-ci iterations, and a full range
of aftermarket products are offered for these engines. Mopar engine expert and author Larry
Shepard identifies the best parts and clearly guides you through the specific techniques to
extract maximum performance from this platform. In particular, he delves into the heads, cams,
and valvetrain products and modifications that will achieve your horsepower goals. In addition,
he provides in-depth build-up instruction for other essential components: blocks, cranks,
pistons, rods, ignition systems, intakes, carburetors, and exhaust. If you own an LA smallblock–powered Mopar car or truck, this invaluable guidance and instruction will allow you to
optimize performance and maintain reliability. Whether you're building an engine for street,
street/strip, or racing, this vital information saves you save time, money, and delivers results.
Add this to your Mopar library today!
The photos in this edition are black and white. Mitsubishi's 4G63t engine is among the most
powerful engines ever in the sport-compact world. It's not uncommon to find one of these fourPage 17/25
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cylinder, iron-block, aluminum-headed, 2-liter turbocharged monsters making more than 1,000
horsepower with the right modifications and tuning - well above the 200-300 hp produced in the
factory-made engines. Bolted into such cars as the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution, Eclipse, and
Galant, and the Eagle Talon and Plymouth Laser, the 4G63t has more than a cult following
among sport-compact enthusiasts, who know and respect this engine's immense performance
potential at the track or on the street. Up until now, in-depth performance information on the
4G63t has been hard to find. For this book, author Robert Bowen went straight to the source,
Robert Garcia of Road/Race Engineering in Santa Fe Springs, California. RRE is the most wellknown and respected Mitsubishi turbo performance shop in the United States, and Garcia is its
in-house engine builder. Mitsubishi enthusiasts will benefit from Garcia's expertise and be able
to build better, stronger engines than ever before. "How to Build Max-Performance Mitsubishi
4G63t Engines" covers every system and component of the engine, including the turbocharger
system and engine management. More than just a collection of tips and tricks, this book
includes a complete history of the engine and its evolution, an identification guide, and advice
for choosing engine components and other parts. Profiles of successful built-up engines show
the reader examples of what works, and the book includes helpful guidance for choosing your
own engine building path.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial} The GM LS Gen IV engine
dominates the high-performance V-8 market and is the most popular powerplant for engine
swap projects. In stock trim, the Gen IV engines produce class-leading horsepower. The Gen
IV's rectangular-port heads flow far more air/fuel than the Gen III cathedral-port heads.
However, with the right combination of modification procedures and performance parts, you
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can unlock the performance potential of the Gen IV engines and reach almost any
performance target. Engine-building and LS expert Mike Mavrigian guides readers through the
best products and modification procedures to achieve maximum performance for a variety of
applications. To make more horsepower, you need to flow more air and fuel into the engine;
therefore, how to select the industry-leading aftermarket heads and port the stock heads for
superior performance are comprehensively covered. The cam controls all major timing events
in the engine, so determining the best cam for your engine package and performance goals is
revealed. But these are just a few aspects of high-performance Gen IV engine building.
Installing nitrous oxide or supercharger systems and bolting on cold-air intakes, aftermarket
ignition controls, headers, and exhaust system parts are all covered in detail. The foundation of
any engine build is the block, and crucial guidance for modifying stock blocks and aftermarket
block upgrade advice is provided. Crankshafts, pistons and rods, valvetrain, oiling systems,
intakes and fuel injection, cooling systems are all covered so you can build a complete highperformance package. Muscle car owners, LS engine builders, and many enthusiasts have
migrated to the Gen IV engine platform, so clear, concise, and informative content for
transforming these stock engines into top performers for a variety of applications is essential. A
massive amount of aftermarket parts is available and this provides guidance and instructions
for extracting top-performance from these engines. If you’re searching for an authoritative
source for the best components and modifications to create the ultimate high-performance
packages, then you’ve found it.

The Chevy big-block has been installed in millions of cars and trucks over the past 50
years, including Camaros, Chevelles, Corvettes, Impalas, and a multitude of trucks.
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Extracting maximum performance has been the pursuit of engine builders ever since
this engine was new in 1964. As a follow-up title to his How to Build Max-Performance
Chevy Big-Blocks on a Budget, master engine builder David Vizard takes big-block
Chevy engine building to the next level and shows how to build these extreme highperformance engines without breaking the bank. It goes well beyond the basic
performance techniques and delves into exceptional detail on each component group of
the engine. Vizard shows you how to build the ultimate big-blocks for the street:
engines that are up to 850 hp on 91-octane pump gas, which is a monumental
achievement. The Chevy big-block has been substantially under-valved, and the key to
getting the best performance from this engine is to deal effectively with this design
limitation. Vizard explains how to minimize intake-valve shrouding, reveals the science
behind all cam-timing events, and explains how to arrive at the correct valve overlap for
maximum efficiency. Vizard also covers the nuances of piston ports, rings, and
connecting rods so the rotating assembly is strong and working at its peak. Finally, a
special section presents a number of max-performance big-block sample builds. This
volume includes a huge range of cutting-edge aftermarket parts and advanced tuning
techniques. If you're serious about building a max-performance Chevy big-block engine
for the street or track, you owe it to your engine and yourself to include this book in your
automotive library.
“Stylish, smart, and scary as hell.” —Chris Bohjalian, #1 New York Times bestselling
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author "A nightmarish white-knuckler." —O, The Oprah Magazine Oliver Park, a
recovering addict from Indiana, finally has everything he ever wanted: sobriety and a
loving, wealthy partner in Nathan, a prominent DC trauma surgeon. Despite their
difference in age and disparate backgrounds, they've made a perfect life together. With
everything to lose, Oliver shouldn't be visiting Haus, a gay bathhouse. But through the
entrance he goes, and it's a line crossed. Inside, he follows a man into a private room,
and it's the final line. Whatever happens next, Nathan can never know. But then,
everything goes wrong, terribly wrong, and Oliver barely escapes with his life. He races
home in full-blown terror as the hand-shaped bruise grows dark on his neck. The truth
will destroy Nathan and everything they have together, so Oliver does the thing he used
to do so well: he lies. What follows is a classic runaway-train narrative, full of the
exquisite escalations, edge-of-your-seat thrills, and oh-my-god twists. P. J. Vernon's
Bath Haus is a scintillating thriller with an emotional punch, perfect for readers curious
for their next must-read novel.
Ford introduced its first "clean slate design" V-8 engines in the early 1990s in Ford,
Lincoln, and Mercury models. Known as the "Modular" engine family, the 4.6L engines
employed new overhead cams, multi-valve performance, distributorless ignition, and
more. This engine had new technology for its time, and it proved to be an extremely
durable workhorse that logged hundreds of thousands of miles in police and taxi
applications as well as light-duty trucks. And, of course, hotter versions, and even
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supercharged versions, found their way into performance applications such as Mustang
GTs and Cobras. By 2011, Ford wanted something hotter and more current, especially
for its flagship Mustang GT and GT350 models, which were suddenly competing with
new 6.2L LS3 engines in Camaros and 6.4L Hemi engines in Challengers. Enter Ford's
new 5.0L "Coyote" engine with Twin Independent Variable Cam Timing (Ti-VCT); it was
an evolution of the earlier 4.6L and 5.4L Modular designs. Although the new Coyote
engine had increased displacement, it still had far fewer cubes than the competition.
Despite less displacement, the Coyote could hold its own against bigger Chevy and
Chrysler mills thanks to advanced technology such as 4V heads with better port and
valvetrain geometry. The Coyote is also Ford's first foray into technology such as TiVCT and cam-torque-actuated (CTA) function, which is a fancy way of saying variable
cam timing for an incredible power curve over a broader RPM range. Even with all of
this new technology, there is always room for improvement, and both Ford and the
aftermarket have produced an array of parts to squeeze even more power out of your
Coyote. In Ford Coyote Engines: How to Build Max Performance, veteran Ford writer
and historian, Jim Smart, explains and highlights all of the latest and greatest options to
achieve more horsepower and torque, and of course, faster quarter-mile times. Some of
the upgrades covered are engine building techniques, cold-air induction kits,
supercharger and pulley kits, better exhaust headers, fuel system and ECU tuning
upgrades, and more. If you are looking for even more power from your new Coyote,
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look no further.
The Ford FE (Ford Edsel) engine is one of the most popular engines Ford ever
produced, and it powered most Ford and Mercury cars and trucks from the late 1950s
to the mid-1970s. For many of the later years, FE engines were used primarily in truck
applications. However, the FE engine is experiencing a renaissance; it is now popular
in high-performance street, strip, muscle cars, and even high-performance trucks. While
high-performance build-up principles and techniques are discussed for all engines,
author Barry Rabotnick focuses on the max-performance build-up for the most popular
engines: the 390 and 428. With the high-performance revival for FE engines, a variety
of builds are being performed from stock blocks with mild head and cam work to
complete aftermarket engines with aluminum blocks, high-flow heads, and aggressive
roller cams. How to Build Max-Performance Ford FE Enginesshows you how to select
the ideal pistons, connecting rods, and crankshafts to achieve horsepower
requirements for all applications. The chapter on blocks discusses the strengths and
weaknesses of each particular block considered. The book also examines head,
valvetrain, and cam options that are best suited for individual performance goals. Also
covered are the best-flowing heads, rocker-arm options, lifters, and pushrods. In
addition, this volume covers port sizing, cam lift, and the best rocker-arm geometry. The
FE engines are an excellent platform for stroking, and this book provides an insightful,
easy-to-follow approach for selecting the right crank, connecting rods, pistons, and
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making the necessary block modifications. This is the book that Ford FE fans have
been looking for.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know
God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces
us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St.
Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
The LT1, along with its more powerful stablemate, the LT4, raised the bar for
performance-oriented small-blocks until the introduction of the LS1 in 1997. The
LT1/LT4 engines are powerful, relatively lightweight, and affordable. They powered
Chevrolet's legendary Impala SS (and thousands of similar police cars), Corvettes, and
Camaros and remain viable choices for enthusiasts today. This book investigates every
component of these engines, discussing their strong and weak points and identifying
characteristics. Upgrades and modifications for both improved power production and
enhanced durability are described and explained in full.
This revved up volume addresses high-performance engines, such as the ones found in
Mustangs and emphasizes a budget approach to building them. 300 photos.
One of the all-time favorite engines of the hot rodder, drag racer, and car enthusiast,
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the big-block Chevrolet engine has been in existence for over 30 years. During this
period, literally millions of these engines have been modified, resulting in an extensive
body of knowledge, both good and bad, regarding the best ways of building a high
performance version of the power plant. Author Staffel is a full-time race engine builder
specializing in preparation of high performance Chevy big-block engines. He provides
the reader with the very latest theories, techniques, and supplier information, ensuring
the preparation of an up-to-date high-performance engine.
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